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Drawing the human figure with confidence and skill is perhaps the biggest challenge an artist
can face, but it is the most rewarding when done successfully. In Anatomy for Artists, best-selling
author and artist Barrington Barber provides clear annotated diagrams of every part of the
human body useful to the artist, showing bone structure, musculature and surface
views.Throughout the book he gives practical advice, gained from years of experience, on how
to apply your newfound knowledge to the drawing of live models. This carefully researched,
comprehensive book is an invaluable reference resource for the practising artist.Learn how to:•
Recognize the differences between male and female bone structure• Identify facial muscles
used in different expressions• Name the bones that show at the surface of the body• Accurately
portray the body in movement• Improve your life drawing technique



BARRINGTON BARBERAnatomy for ArtistsA Complete Guide to Drawingthe Human BodyThis
edition published in 2015 by Arcturus Publishing Limited26/27 Bickels Yard, 151–153
Bermondsey Street,London SE1 3HACopyright © Arcturus Holdings Limited/Barrington
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Copyright Act 1956 (as amended). Any person or persons who do any unauthorised act in
relation to this publication may be liable to criminal prosecution and civil claims for
damages.ContentsIntroductionTechnical IntroductionThe Full FigureThe HeadThe TorsoThe
Arms & HandsThe Legs & FeetIntroductionAnatomy books are essential for figure artists, but
many are published for medical purposes and tend to give too much information. For example,
the inner organs of the body are interesting to know about, but not relevant for drawing. What is
important for the artist or art student to learn is the structure of the human form, based on the
skeleton and the musculature. There have been a number of good and useful books on this
subject. Some are a little out of date, not so much in the information they give, but in the way it is
presented. Other well-produced contemporary books are mainly photographic.My task here has
been to produce a comprehensive anatomy book which has all the information necessary for an
artist, using drawings and diagrams presented in an easy-to-follow format; and I also wanted to
put into it everything I have found useful in my own drawing practices.Firstly in this book I deal
with the full figure, followed by chapters on the anatomy of the major parts of the body. Each
section shows the skeleton from different viewpoints, then the muscles on top of the bone
structure, and finally the surface form of the human body.Of course, not all human bodies are
perfectly formed and proportions differ from person to person. Throughout the book I have used
well-proportioned, fairly athletic figures. This means that you will become acquainted with the
shapes of the muscles at their best, although you will probably draw many people who do not
have such well-toned bodies as these.Throughout the book I examine each part of the body in
detail, concentrating in particular on musculature and how the body moves. Each area of
detailed analysis may sometimes repeat what has been shown in previous chapters: this is
necessary because some muscles overlie others and this, to a certain extent, changes their
shape on the surface. So don’t be surprised to see the same names cropping up from time to
time, and it does make them easier to remember.In the technical introduction at the start of the
book you will find an explanation of descriptive terms used in medical circles, followed by a
detailed list of Latin terminology. This is worth reading, because understanding anatomical terms
will help you follow the annotations in the book. It may take a little time to remember all the
names you need, but after regular use of these terms you will usually remember enough to
describe what you are looking at.I have omitted any description of the brain, heart, lungs and
other viscera because these items are housed within the cranium, the ribcage and the pelvis,
and it is the bony parts of the body which dictate the surface shape for figure-drawing purposes.
I have also left out details of the male genitalia, because the differences in size and shape are



too variable.Throughout history, artists have looked at our bodies and shown their beauty, force
and distortions. I have used the best possible references to draw these pictures, including my
own life studies, but have not drawn from dissected corpses as Michelangelo or Leonardo da
Vinci did. Artists have contributed a lot to the study of anatomy, both for artistic and medical
purposes. In drawing, the practising artist wants to capture the form of this complex bodily
machinery, but before doing so he or she needs to know how it works.Technical IntroductionThis
section is intended to give you some initial detail about the human anatomy before starting to
draw. I have described the properties of bones, muscles, tendons, cartilage, skin, fat and joints,
and shown diagrams of the different types of joints and muscles. There is also an introduction to
anatomical terminology: you will find this useful as certain terms are used throughout the
book.BONESThe skeleton is the solid framework of the body, partly supporting and partly
protective. The shape of the skeleton can vary widely. It affects the build of a person and
determines whether they have masses of muscle and fat or not.Bones are living tissue supplied
by blood and nerves. They can become weaker and thinner with malnutrition and lack of use or
heavier and stronger when having to support more weight. They are soft and pliable in the
embryo, and only become what we would consider hard and bone-like by the twenty-fifth year of
life.Humans have 206 bones, but it is possible to be born with some bones missing or even extra
ones, and a few bones fuse together with age. We each have a skull, ribcage, pelvis and
vertebral column, as well as arm, hand, leg and foot bones. Most bones are symmetrical. The
bones of the limbs are cylindrical, thickening towards the ends. The projecting part of a bone is
referred to as a process or an eminence.Highly mobile areas of the body, such as the wrists,
consist of numerous small bones. Other bones, like the scapula (shoulder blade) can move in all
directions, controlled by the muscles around them.The bones of the cranium (skull) differ from all
others. They grow from separate plates into one fused vault to house the brain. The mandible
(jawbone) is the only movable bone in the head.The long bones of the arms and legs act like
levers, while the flat bones of the skull, the cage-like bones of the ribs and the basin shape of the
pelvis protect the more vulnerable organs such as the brain, heart, lungs, liver and the
abdominal viscera.MUSCLESThe combination of bones, muscles and tendons allows both
strong, broad movements and delicate, precise ones. Muscles perform our actions by
contracting or relaxing. There are long muscles on the limbs and broader muscles on the trunk.
The more fixed end of the muscle is called the head or origin, and the other end – usually
farthest from the spine – is the insertion. There are powerful, thick muscles, like the biceps and
the ring-shaped muscles (sphincters) surrounding the openings of the body, such as the eye,
mouth and anus. Certain muscles grow together and have two, three or four heads and
insertions. Combined muscles also have parts originating in different places. The fleshy part of a
muscle is called the meat and the fibrous part the tendon or aponeurosis (see below).Striated
(voluntary) muscles operate under our conscious control. The 640 voluntary muscles account
for up to 50 per cent of the body’s weight and form the red flesh. Organized in groups and
arranged in several layers, these muscles give the body its familiar form. The drawings below



show the various types of striated muscles, with the tendons at each end. Note the distinctive
shape of the sphincter muscle on the far right. Smooth (involuntary) muscles are confined to the
walls of hollow organs, such as intestines and blood vessels. They function beyond our
conscious control.Cardiac (heart) muscles are both striated and involuntary, with a cell structure
that ensures synchronic contraction.TENDONSThe tendons are fibrous structures that attach
the ends of the muscles to the bones at protruding points called tubercles and tuberosities.
Some muscles are divided by intervening tendons (see illustration above, second from right).
Tendons may be round and cord-like or flat and band-like, consisting of strong tensile fibres
arranged lengthwise. They are inextensible, allowing the muscles to pull hard against them.
Many are longer than the muscles they serve, such as in the forearm.APONEUROSESThese
are broad, flat, sheet-like tendons, a continuation of broad, flat muscles that either attach to the
bone or continue into the fascia.TENDINOUS ARCHESFibrous bands connected with the
fasciae of muscles.FASCIAEFibrous laminae of various thicknesses, occurring in all parts of the
body, enveloping all muscles, blood vessels, nerves, joints, organs and glands. They prevent
friction between moving muscles.LIGAMENTSFibrous, elastic bands situated at joints where
articulated bones connect, or stretched between two immobile bones.CARTILAGECartilage is
connective tissue composed of collagen (a protein). Fibrous cartilage forms the symphysis pubis
(the joint between the pubic bones) and invertebral discs. Elastic cartilage gives shape to the
outer flap of the ear. Hyaline cartilage – the most common form – covers the articular surface of
bones (the ends near the joints); forms the rings of the trachea (windpipe) and the bronchi
(airways) of the lungs; and gives shape to the lower ribcage and nose.SKINA tough, self-
replenishing membrane about 2 mm thick, which defines the boundary between the internal and
external environments. Human skin is thickest on the upper back, soles of the feet and palms of
the hand; it is thinnest on the eyelids. Not only the body’s largest sense organ, the skin also
protects the body from abrasions, fluid loss and the penetration of harmful substances. And it
regulates body temperature, through perspiration and the cooling effect of surface
veins.EPIDERMISThe skin’s top layer with the dermis beneath, a thicker layer of loose
connective tissue. Beneath this is the hyperdermis, a fine layer of white connective fatty tissue
also called the superficial fascia.FATFat is the body’s energy reserve. Its layers soften the
contours of the skeletal-muscular frame. Fat is primarily stored around the buttocks, navel, hips,
inner and outer thighs, front and back of knees, beneath the nipples, on the back of the arms, in
the cheeks and below the jaw.JOINTSJoints form the connections between bones. In fibrous
joints, such as sutures in the skull, there is no appreciable movement. There is limited movement
in the cartilaginous joints. The most mobile are the synovial joints such as the knees, where the
bones are not fixed.The principal movements of the joints are flexion, which means bending to a
more acute angle; extension, or straightening; adduction, which means moving towards the
body’s midline; abduction, moving away from the midline; and medial and lateral rotation (turning
towards and away from the midline).1. PLANE JOINTFormed by flat or slightly curved
surfaces, with little movement, such as the instep.2. BALL AND SOCKET JOINTThe spherical



edge of one bone moves in a spherical excavation of another, like the hip joint.3. SADDLE OR
BIAXIAL JOINTAllows limited movement in two directions at right angles to each other, like the
thumb.4. HINGE JOINTBending and straightening movement is possible on one plane only,
such as in the knee, the elbow and the finger.5. PIVOT JOINTOne bone moves around another
on its own axis, such as the radius and the ulna.UNDERSTANDING ANATOMICAL
TERMINOLOGYTo those who have no knowledge of Latin, the Latin names of the muscles and
bones may be rather off-putting and hard to grasp. However, once you understand that, for
example, an extensor is a muscle involved in the process of extension, that brevis is Latin for
‘short’ and that pollicis means ‘of the thumb’, the position, attachment and function of the
extensor pollicis brevis muscle become much easier to remember.Even English anatomical
vocabulary may not be familiar to everyone who sets out to draw the human body. For this
reason, the main technical terms used in this book, both English and Latin, are explained
here.Some technical terms in EnglishDEEPfar from the body surfaceSUPERFICIALnear to the
body surfaceINFERIORlowerSUPERIORupperANTERIORrelating to the front surface or
partPOSTERIORrelating to the back surface or partLATERALfarther from the inner line of the
bodyMEDIALof or closer to the median line down the centre of the bodyDISTALfarther from the
point of attachment to the trunkPROXIMALnearer to the point of attachment to the
trunkPRONE(of the arm or hand) with the palm facing downSUPINE(of the arm or hand) with the
palm facing upRADIALon the thumb side of the arm or handULNARon the little finger side of the
arm or handFIBULARon the little toe side of leg or footTIBIALon the big toe side of leg or
footALVEOLARof the gums or tooth ridgeCOSTALof the ribsDORSALof the back; of the back of
the hand or top of the footFRONTALof the foreheadHYPOTHENARof the mound of muscle on
the little-finger side of the palmLUMBARof the loinsMENTALof the chinNUCHALof the nape of
the neckOCCIPITALof the back of the headORBITALof the area around the eyePALATINEof the
roof of the mouthPALMARof the palm of the handPLANTARof the sole of the
footSUPRAORBITALof the area above the eyeTEMPORALof the templeTHENARof the ball of
the thumbTHORACICof the chestBONESCALCANEUSthe heel boneCARPUSthe
wristCLAVICLEthe collarboneCOCCYXthe four fused vertebrae below the sacrumCONDYLEa
knob at the end of a boneCOSTAEthe ribsEPICONDYLEa knob on or above a
condyleFEMURthe thigh boneFIBULAone of the lower leg bonesHUMERUSthe upper arm
boneILIUMone of the hip bonesISCHIUMone of the hip bonesMALLEOLUSa hammer-shaped
prominence of a bone (e.g. in the ankle)MANDIBLEthe lower jawboneMAXILLAthe upper
jawboneMETACARPUSthe bones of the palm of the handMETATARSUSthe bones of the front
part of the foot, except the toesOLECRANONthe elbow bonePATELLAthe
kneecapPHALANGESthe finger and toe bonesPROCESSa projecting part (also
EMINENCE)PUBISthe pubic bone, part of the hip boneRADIUSone of the arm
bonesSACRUMfive fused vertebrae near the end of the spineSCAPULAthe shoulder
bladeSTERNUMthe breastboneTARSUSthe ankle, instep and heel bonesTIBIAone of the lower
leg bonesULNAone of the arm bonesVERTEBRAone of the bones of the spineZYGOMATIC



BONEthe cheekboneMany bones are named from their shapes: PISIFORM (pea-shaped),
CUNEIFORM (wedge-shaped), SCAPHOID (boat-shaped), etc.MUSCLESAs outlined on pages
10–11, among the movements of the joints are flexion (bending to a narrower angle), extension
(straightening), abduction (movement away from the midline of the body) and adduction
(movement towards the midline). The muscles involved in such movements are FLEXORS,
EXTENSORS, ABDUCTORS and ADDUCTORS. There are also ROTATORS.Other muscles
named from their functions are LEVATORS and DEPRESSORS, which respectively raise and
lower some part of the body. A TENSOR tightens a part of the body and a DILATOR dilates it.
The CORRUGATOR is the muscle that wrinkles the forehead above the nose (think of
‘corrugated iron’!).Muscles come in various sizes and the relative size is often indicated by a
Latin adjective:LONGUSlongBREVISshortMAGNUSlargeMAJORlargerMAXIMUSlargestMEDIU
SmiddleMINORsmallerMINIMUSsmallestSimilarly with regard to position:INTEROSSEIbetween
bonesLATERALISlateral, of or towards the sideMEDIALISmedial, of or towards the
middleORBICULARISround an openingPROFUNDUSdeep (opposite to SUPERFICIALIS)(For
ANTERIOR, POSTERIOR, INFERIOR and SUPERIOR, see the English terms opposite.)LATIN
FORMS THAT INDICATE ‘OF THE ...’ABDOMINISof the abdomenANGULI ORISof the corner of
the mouthAURICULARISof the earBRACHIIof the arm (also BRACHIALIS)CAPITISof the
headCARPIof the wristCERVICISof the neckDIGITIof a finger or toeDIGITI MINIMIof the little
finger or toeDIGITORUMof the fingers or toesDORSIof the backFASCIAEof a fascia (see
below)FEMORISof the femurFRONTALISof the foreheadHALLUCISof the big toeINDICISof the
forefinger
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David Blomberg, “Great coverage, term can come in very handy when looking up references..
This is easy to follow and makes some of the other reference books I read make more sense. A
great one to keep handy after reading through.”

Revellious, “Great for beginning and experts alike. When google and resource/stock websites
fail, this book succeeds.I find myself turning back to this book over and over because there are
decent references for difficult parts to draw such as the hands and feet. What I also like is that
everything about this book is realism so the anatomy is accurate, not exaggerated. It also shows
some differences between male and female anatomy (like the bone structures of the hips, skull,
fat distribution, etc, etc). In section of the book, it also gives short details on historical artistic
anatomy. Though that section may not be useful to some, there's at least a section on each of
the body part areas except for the genitalia. There's even a few sections dedicated to form and
body movement.Overall, this book is worth picking up, especially considering how cheap it is for
the valuable information.P.S. There is artistic nude, so I don't think children should be using this
book...”

Maria, “Good for the money you pay. It's pretty short and more of a description than an
explanation in parts but it is definitely a useful reference.”

TERRY BLACK, “Not a bad book for a good price.. Was quite a useful read.”

Gschwendtner Wolfgang, “Klein aber fein. Eine gestraffte und auf das Wesentliche beschränkte
Zusammenfassung , des eigentlich gigantischen Themas. Große und wichtige Lücken konnte
ich nicht finden.”

Cliente de Ebook Tops, “Interesante. Se gusto mucho las técnicas que te enseña para poder
aprender”

The book by Barrington Barber has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 39 people have provided feedback.
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